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FS by 
peronda

vintage soul, more than tiles

The FS wall and floor tile range by PERONDA is the 
result of close collaboration and synergies between 
Francisco Segarra’s design studio and Peronda. 
Peronda’s extensive experience as a tile manufacturer 
since 1827 has been united with Francisco Segarra 
design studio’s extraordinary vision of vintage and 
industrial design in a new collection with a strong 
trendsetting visual appeal. FS by PERONDA is 
conceived to bring a vintage charm to a new range 
of top-quality tile products with all the technical and 
aesthetic properties to meet the needs of today’s  
living spaces.

Thus all these collections are inspired by the past. 
FS by PERONDA features collections inspired by 
traditional Valencian ceramic tiles or by geometrical 
patterns whose motifs are combined with a worn 
aged look to unique end effect. It also contains tiles 
that emulate the unique beauty of vintage woods or 
classic terracotta tiles. Industrial looks have also been 
included as a means of giving a new facelift to living 
spaces. Francisco Segarra’s creativity transports us 
back into the past, revealing the true value of a classic 
and its trendsetting allure. Exclusive wall and floor tiles 
with a unique visual appeal in this new golden age for 
traditional ceramic tiles.
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Francisco Segarra has revisited his iconic FS Star 
model, using cutting-edge Layer Tech technology to 
lend added intensity to the different colours in the 
collection and an amazing random sparkle effect. 
Thanks to its technical properties and R10 slip 
resistance, FS Star LT can be used on both walls and 
floors. This is a tile model perfect for lending a high 
dose of originality and visual appeal to projects of all 
kinds, whether public or private.

FS STAR LT SAGE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05 FS STAR LT BLUE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05

FS STAR LT WHITE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05 FS STAR LT BLACK  _ 45 * 45 * 1,05

FS STAR  LT collection

FS STAR SAGE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05 FS STAR BLUE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05 FS STAR OXIDE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05

FS STAR ARA _ 45 * 45 * 1,05 FS STAR WHITE _ 45 * 45 * 1,05 FS STAR N _ 45 * 45 * 1,05

FS STAR collection

The successful FS STAR collection, designed by interior designer and furniture 
designer Francisco Segarra, expands its range of colors including White. The new 
color is added to the existing FS Star Black, Oxide and Blue and Sage.
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Showroom
peronda
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Barbería
Alameda

Creativity, innovation and interior design

In the fashion world, creativity, innovation and interior design are 
key factors in success.
The main aim of this design project was to conserve the brand 
name’s identity and history

while also revamping the premises. Interplay with the wall 
coverings infuses the barber’s shop with greater dynamism through 
a combination of tiles, exposed brick, old mosaics and white bevel-
edged tiles. 
The floor plays a star role, visually dividing the premises into 
different areas. Interior designer Jesús Torres Chicote used the FS 
Star model to demarcate and draw attention.
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Chatter
Café

wabi-sabi & vintage

Wabi sabi trend and vintage style in the interior design of this 
coffee shop chain. 
Through an outstanding design, the environment becomes fresh, 
colourful and pleasant. A space that provides quiet and comfort we 
need to relax.
Noble materials, bright colours, soft light and a lot of vegetation… 
The space conveys a messa   ge of happiness and fresh combined 
with the power of vintage style and the natural Wabi-Sabi design 
trend. A combination like the one made with Francisco Segarra 
furniture and tiles.
Bathrooms are cladded with FS Artisan-B tiles from Fs by Peronda 
collection and are full of personality. In these rooms we also find 
Francisco Segarra own style that completes this interior design 
project with care to all corners.
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Old Town
Tavern

traditional essence

FS Star, to stand out in a big way.
As in all classics, the bar counter of this place becomes the main 
element. Covered in dark wood and being the point of maximum 
interaction between customers and workers, an attractive way 
was devised to make it stand out and give it all the brightness it 
deserved.
The FS Star stoneware floor tiles by Francisco Segarra were the 
choice to make it a reality, for being one of those pieces with 
personality that appeal to the nostalgia of the past and can create 
immersive and highly creative atmospheres.
On the threshold of the entrance and bordering the bar counter 
of the premises, this floor tile inspired by the graphic designs of 
vintage hydraulics, creates beautiful ceramic tapestries in vintage 
style.
We know that entering a London pub and tasting a good beer in a 
traditional atmosphere means knowing part of its culture… making 
the interior design and the pub décor an experience is part of the 
success, and that’s the reason why we are proud that our collection 
of ceramics FS by Peronda is part of this project.
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Colmado  
Madrileño

A natural interior design with a landscaped style…

A natural interior design with a landscaped style…
In the heart of the city, Colmado Madrileño is a place coloured 
in green. In line with its gastronomic concept based on 
craftsmanship, the space boasts an extremely natural interior 
design where plants take over much of the premises.
The leather of the chairs and the wood of the tables are joined in 
different shades of colours… Greens, browns and yellows that bring 
a good dose of freshness to the atmosphere. An exotic touch that 
defines even more the personality of the restaurant emanates from 
the decorative elements.
The whole design rests on a beautiful floor the starry pattern brings 
a beautiful feeling of serenity and calm. Hydraulic tiles that refer us 
fully in those old Spanish Mediterranean floors.
On the terrace, the natural fibres of the rattan chairs invite us to 
take a seat… An interior designed as a greenhouse and an exterior 
that does not escape the landscaped style that scores the whole 
interior design project.
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Zachodni  
brzeg

The design of the Middle Eastern culture in a unique restaurant.

FS by Peronda. A collection committed to design.
There is a kind of unusual calm that reigns inside this restaurant. 
Light and vegetation become the central axis of the decoration and 
thus make Zachodni Brzeg a place that invites relief and freedom.
Covered by beautiful ceramic tiles, the bar counter plays a special 
role inside the space. All the activity begins from here to the 
different areas of the dining room and to the outdoor terrace, which 
embraces the river of the city.
Open ceilings, unfinished walls, rough materials such as aged 
wood, leather, or metal… The elements come together to honour a 
beautiful industrial style that can be felt in every corner of the place.
The floor has been designed with hydraulic tiles and lets optimism 
take over the place. A unique tile that recreates a magnificent 
contrast with the wooden parquet and that influences the 
atmosphere by a whole decoration.
Stars mean hope, happiness, freedom. FS STAR. A hydraulic design 
so beautiful that it inspires everybody… At the restaurant tables, its 
distinctive mark is repeated to make the experience even more special.
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Ilsebill
A magic restaurant with shining stars.

A magic restaurant with shining stars.
Interior designs tell wonderful stories that at Francisco Segarra 
we love to make known. Projects that reveal an enormous creative 
ability to conceive unique spaces we fall in love with at first sight.
“Once upon a time…” Following the Grimm brothers’ wonderful 
tales, we have travelled to Berlin to get lost in a unique restaurant 
called Ilsebill where beautiful stars shine.Stars mean hope, 
happiness, freedom. FS STAR. A hydraulic design so beautiful that 
it inspires everybody… At the restaurant tables, its distinctive mark 
is repeated to make the experience even more special.
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Nutbutter
Interior design with purpose, the key to its success.

The flavour of Los Angeles comes to the Grand Canal Dock, 
Dublin… Nutbutter a different place for a restaurant with purpose, 
the perfect place for those looking for peace and well-being, where 
the stars are observed during the day.
Healthy, seasonal, and local… #sexyhealthyfood
A city, a trip, a great story. All the great feats feature an exciting 
story, that of Paddy Hogan, owner of Nutbutter, and his executive 
chef Dave Murray, begins on a research trip to the city of Los 
Angeles to take inspiration and create a new plant-based healthy 
eating food concept. A type of diet that includes many unprocessed 
plant foods, such as vegetables, fruits, grains, nuts, seeds, and 
legumes.
Affordable, fascinating, and serving the best Irish ingredients that 
can be served on a plate, Nutbutter, is the genuinely healthiest 
restaurant in Dublin’s fast food and takeaway scene.a
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La Parada 
V&A.

The new destination of FS by Peronda tile collection.

It is surprising the influence that Spanish culture can have all over 
the world. In fact, it can become the main source of inspiration for 
a fantastic interior design project on the African continent.
It is even more surprisingly to see that the vintage floors of the FS 
by Peronda collection also go there.
Let’s travel to Cape Town for a stop rich in flavours and colours.
The flavours of Spain in African lands.
La Parada V&A is a space that prides itself on bringing the flavour 
of Spain into African lands. Located in Cape Town, the capital 
of South Africa, this restaurant surprises with a bold and very 
successful proposal.
With its views over Table Bay Harbour and the Mesa mountain, the 
restaurant enjoys a privileged location and presents itself as an 
must stop for all hungry visitors to the area.
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Café 
Parisien.

A star cruise.

France in Belfast. The know-how of French cuisine and the majestic 
decoration of deep blue on a mosaic of infinite stars. Café Parisien 
is like a panoramic view of Paris at night.
A restaurant that meets art.
In the city where it all began… Inspired on the Café Parisien aboard 
the RMS Titanic, this place stays true to its origins. The sights, 
sounds, smells and stories that today lie in the deep ocean feel 
alive in this two-floor restaurant that is a small museum.
Dark precious woods and golden flashes, an amazing double 
curved oak staircase… Maximum luxury and exquisite elegance. 
“The Ship of Dreams” with an exceptional decoration showing a 
refined taste and a high social status.
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Cafe Alula
When a restaurant stands under a good star…

Looking at the sky in a warm night with a crescent moon overhead, 
is an unforgettable experience. As you raise your eyes to heaven, 
it’s just impossible not to let yourself be carried away by the 
amazing sparkling sky. An extraordinary universe over our heads, a 
wonderful design under our feet.
A way to the stars… FS STAR.
Immense, beautiful, mysterious and endless, the sky is an amazing 
and fascinating place with an incredible beauty.
Under the magic of distant and unattainable shooting stars, a 
marvellous mosaic that seems to be a dream appeared. Do not 
blink and make a wish!
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¡Hola Hostal 
Collblanc!

Good mood and vintage style

Walking along the Ramblas, following Gaudí’s footsteps, having 
some drinks… Hello Barcelona! The city of Barcelona enjoys a 
great cultural richness and offers endless tourist possibilities. For 
travellers, finding accommodation is one of the most important 
factors to make the experience unforgettable.
Bars, restaurants, hotels, hostels… We love to tell you about new 
places. Tourist accommodation and unique hotel businesses set 
with pieces by Francisco Segarra. Hello Hostal Collblanc!
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Asador Torre 
de Gallarín

A restaurant with memories from the past

A rustic space, a vintage aesthetic, a grill-restaurant full of 
personality.
Under the high-rise walls, the best products in this region are 
cooked in the kitchen and at the bar, which take up much of the 
space and are seen from any dining area.
A rustic dining room furnished with brown leather chairs, sturdy 
wooden tables and an iron sofa with wheels which brings 
an industrial touch. Doris, Cleo, Inma. Warmth and a bucolic 
atmosphere in a very endearing place.
Nature enters the space through small vertical gardens, a nod to 
the surroundings of the region. At the top of the bathrooms, a room 
immerses us in a retro vintage 30s decoration.
The black-and-white night stars dress the floor with their original 
design. FS Star. A stoneware pavement that evokes the old 
decorations made with hydraulic tiles and mosaics.
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Av. Manuel Escobedo, 26 _ P.O Box 51  
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